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of time travel on mine. I see it now: the Mom, the kids, sucking snow in a strange land. The snow is blue in white paper cups. I think it’s Coney Island before the flood, there’s a horse diving into waves, salt for floating, cotton candy, franks. “Hot enough for you?” the tanning people say, my own body nested in wool, in fire.

**Flash**

This female life is such a secret vernacular, I’m so slinky and sneaky, prowling the heat of Broadway with my invisible spear. The heat begins inside, radiates down my legs and up into my eyes ’til I’m crazy with restricted information, discreet as a hand circling a vulva. Soon no ova will descend the little tubes shaped like music, leap from the ganglia near the cashew-shaped ovaries, and break into the womb’s dark clearing. The first time I masturbated, I thought I’d cheated on my then-husband, Ricardo. Someone had finally provided enough foreplay for me to reach the cliff and jump! That night I felt the fetus like a swimming in the dark of uterine and soul, nibbling at my insides, no, a knock at a tiny door, a tiny knock, lots of them, alien hands pulling taffy back and forth, scratch-scratching on a chalkboard. *No one can feel this but me* I thought but it felt like a scream and no one could hear that either. Who would believe the end wraps itself around the beginning, that I am ruled by hormones, this heat an ovum, the way the egg slips, incognito, into the cool obsolete, tinier now than a teaspoon’s shadow.